Democracy Delivered’s 10k Premium Participant Policy and Agreement

Democracy Delivered (DD) remains committed to all of our participants. Ours participants have
different levels of participation and thus provide them with various entitlements. The various levels of
entitlements are based on initial participation and commitment to DD by our participants. Our Premium
Status is our initial and flag ship level of participation. DD recognized the value of our company and to
value our true loyal participants, DD established our Premium Status and limited it to the first 10,000
participants/contributors. As Premium Participants within DD, your participation is valuable to the
overall strategic intent of the long‐term value and growth of DD. Moreover, in becoming a premium
participant it is implied that you will remain committed to the brand and the DD ethos through
participation.
DD’s PREMIUM PARTICIPANTS: Are those DD members that recognized the value and became one of
the first 10,000 participants/contributors and meet the following three terms of eligibility:
(1) Adhere to DD’s Term of Use as a Premium Participant
(2) Provide payment to DD for the right to participate in the network; and
(3) Meet the terms of use affiliated with the specified Participation Policy.
The DD Premium Participant group status shall be monitored to ensure that their status/eligibility
remains valid.
DD classifies Premium status by two DD Premium Participant Groups. The following Premium
Participant Groups are the first DD 10k participants:
A. Group A: The first 100 DD Premium Participants provided $1,000.00.
B. Group B: The subsequent, 9,990 DD Premium Participants who also contributed $1,000.00.
REVENUE ENTITLEMENTS: All Premium Participants are entitled to a fractional portion of the post‐
expense revenue collected by DD. The proportional amount of the post‐expense revenue collected by
DD that each Premium User is entitled to is calculated as follows.
1. Group A: 147 initial Premium Participants share 1.106%; .01% for Participants who made
payment in the amount of $1,000.00 and .0021% for Participants who made payment in the
amount of $250.
2. Group B: 7.5% of post‐expense revenue collected is divided among 9,900 Participants such that
Participant 148 receives .003117716833% and subsequent Participants receives a decreasing
percentage by .00000065% to Participant 4932. Participant 4933 then receives a decreasing
percentage by .00000000155% to Participant 10,000.
If a Premium Participant’s account is closed, any refund of initial payment or any payment of
undistributed fractional portion as described above, is subject to DD’s discretion. However, in general
circumstances, not involving a violation of the Terms of Use, DD will pay all undistributed fractional
portion described herein and will use the following guidelines in consideration of a refund of initial
payments:




Fifty percent (50%) after one year of Premium User participation.
Seventy‐five percent (75%) after two years of Premium User participation; and
One Hundred percent (100%) after three years of Premium User participation.

The date payment is received by DD is considered the formal start date of participation.
In the event a Premium User account is closed, for any reason, that User will forfeit all rights and not
qualify for any entitlements afforded Premium Users, unless a specific exception is determined by DD.
Upon the closing of a Premium User account, the Premium Users’ benefits will be made available to the
next member (from the wait‐list) that meets all the qualifications. DD’s intent is to preserve the integrity
of the entitlements of the 10k Premium Users and afford opportunities to those seeking to be part of
the DD 10k. DD can only offer the same entitlements and benefits of the DD 10k when a Premium
Participation Level has a vacancy. We remain loyal to our Premium Users and will be stalwart in
maintaining our 10k participation ceiling of participating users.
All Premium Users are subject to this policy and agreement, the Terms of Use, the Participation
Policy, the Privacy Policy, any other addenda that may be added, and revisions and updates to
any of these as may from time to time be made by the Company.

